
BR 9/1 MW 
Multi-Purpose Scrubber  

BR 9/1 MW

Model# 99409 

Pull handle sprays 
cleaning solution

1.2 liter solution tank

Water atomizing results in 
low-moisture cleaning

Counter-rotation cylindrical 
brushes scrub grout lines 

and uneven floors

40 ft. cord

Cylindrical brushes provide 
4-6 times more contact pressure

Superior maneuverability 
with a low-profile design

Removable recovery tank 
for easy access and cleanup

Low-Moisture for Hard and Soft Floors

8.5 in.  cleaning path to 
 clean in compact spaces



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Model BR 9/1 MW

Catalog Number 99409
MACHINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (L X W X H) 15” x 14” x 44”
Net Weight 44 Lbs.
Solution / Recovery 
Tank 1.2 liter / .3 gal.

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Tank construction Polyethylene

Brush Type 2, counter-rotating  
cylindrical

Brush Width 8.5 in
Brush RPM 650 rpm
Cleaning Path 9 in
Cleaning Rate 2,133 sq. ft./hr.
Sound Level 69 db (A)
Cord Length 40 ft.
Brush Motor 400 W
REPLACEMENT ITEMS
Standard Brush 33982
Soft Brush 33981
Hard Brush 33983
Carpet Brush 33984
Side Brush 33990
Transport Trolley 05-3395-0500
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The BR 9/1 MW scrubber makes cleaning so quiet and simple it is actually enjoyable. In-house facility manager, building engineers, 
housekeepers and BSCs will appreciate the way the BR 9/1 will fit in any area with the flexibility to clean everything from grout 
lines and uneven surfaces to carpets, all with minimal noise disruption.  Where high quality floor cleaning performance, ease of 
use and durability are called for, the BR 9/1 is the most compact and versatile answer to quietly and easily clean everything from 
hard to soft surfaces.

TRANSPORT EASILY 
For fast and simple transport, an optional 
trolley is available.

COMPACT
The BR 9/1 MW takes automatic scrubbing 
into confined, small-areas where bigger 
units can not go.

SOLUTION ATOMIZATION 
CLEANING SOLUTION
is atomized into a fine mist and dispersed 
through the cylindrical brushes, so less 
moisture is consumed during the hard floor 
or carpet cleaning process.

OPTIONAL SIDE BRUSH
provides superior edge-cleaning capability 
and widen your cleaning path even further, 
delivering access to tight corners and hard-
to-reach spaces.

REMOVABLE RECOVERY TANK 
Provides easy access and cleanup


